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The precipitation of tin atoms and vacancy-tin interaction in the diluted 共800 at. ppm兲 Al-Sn alloy were
studied by means of positron-lifetime and coincidence Doppler broadening techniques. In particular, the specimen subjected to the solution treatment at 525 °C/2 h finished by the rapid quenching down to room temperature was examined and, furthermore, the stability of the as-quenched microstructure at room temperature was
tested. At room temperature we observed Sn atoms bound to quenched-in excess vacancies. Subsequently, the
specimen was isochronally annealed up to the temperature of the solution treatment and the processes, which
take place when increasing the temperature, were investigated. Among others, we could monitor the Sn
nanoclusters’ formation that starts at about 130 °C. Positron measurements were complemented by calculations
of several positron characteristics of Al, Sn, and related defects in order to ensure the consistent interpretation
of experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Investigations of the decomposition of supersaturated
solid solutions represent an important task both from physical and practical points of view.1 In particular, it is highly
desirable to understand the formation of solute atom
aggregates/precipitates, their structure, and their interaction
with the host in dependence on quenching and aging conditions. Such investigations are, in principle, difficult to perform because of a very small spatial scale 共nanoscale兲 involved which may comprise individual atoms and/or
vacancies. Positron annihilation 共PA兲 spectroscopy2,3 共PAS兲
may substantially help in such studies due to its high sensitivity to open volume defects as well as to embedded nanoparticles. The sensitivity to nanoparticles has been illustrated, for example, in the Fe-Cu 共Ref. 4兲 and MgO-Li 共Ref.
5兲 systems. Vacancy-solute complexes have been also examined by PAS. As an example, we mention that several Febased alloys have been investigated by Nagai et al.6 and
Al-Cu-Mg alloys have been studied by Biasini et al.7 and by
Nagai et al.8
Al-based alloys attract wide attention because of their frequent industrial applications that stem from a low specific
density of aluminum whose mechanical properties are enhanced by fine dispersed particles due to alloying elements.
Such alloys are referred to as age-hardenable alloys.9 The
mechanism of aggregation/precipitation of alloying elements
is still a physically fundamental issue with many unsolved
questions. One of the most frequently studied age-hardening
systems is the Al-Cu one. It is because Al-Cu represents a
typical system where precipitation starts from the formation
of Guinier-Preston 共GP兲 zones.1,10
The purpose of the present work is to study the Al-Sn
system as a basis for understanding the role of Sn in more
complex systems that can be employed in industrial applications. In particular, it was shown11 that it is possible to replace toxic lead by nontoxic tin in Al-Cu-Bi-Pd alloy, which
1098-0121/2005/71共6兲/064106共13兲/$23.00

is one of the most common machinable wrought Al-based
alloys. Nevertheless, contrary to Pb the decomposition sequence of Al-Cu is substantially influenced by the presence
of even a small amount of Sn.12 Thus, the information obtained in the present work on the binary Al-Sn system should
help in getting insight into the processes which take place
during annealing of more complex Al-Cu-Sn–based alloys.
The atomic volume of Sn is almost twice that of Al. Thus,
it is hard to accommodate a tin atom in the aluminum matrix,
which is manifested by a very low solubility of Sn in Al.13
Tin atoms can be coupled to vacancies and other open volume defects with a relatively high binding energy. For example, a binding energy of 0.4 eV of Sn to a monovacancy
was reported.14,15 The strong interaction between Sn atoms
and vacancies results in a shift of the post-quenched recovery
of vacancies in diluted Al-Sn alloys towards remarkably
higher temperatures than in pure Al as shown by electrical
resistometry.14,15
The vacancy-tin interaction was also studied by several
authors16–20 using Mössbauer spectroscopy. This technique
brings an interesting information about the state and surrounding of tin atoms. However, there are significant differences among both the results and interpretations given in
these works. We note that the Sn content and quenching rate
differ from work to work. It is a common result of all the
works16–20 that the line with the isomer shift Is = 2.0
− 2.2 mm/ s was found in the quenched specimens. There
also seems to be an agreement among the authors16–20 that
this line represents a contribution of Sn-vacancy pairs. In
addition, another line with Is = 2.8− 2.9 mm/ s was resolved
in all the studies. This component was attributed to Sn atoms
coupled to vacancy aggregates.17,20 On the other hand, it was
suggested by others that this line comes from clusters of Sn
atoms.16,19 In addition, a line with Is = 2.3 mm/ s attributed to
dissolved tin atoms was found by several authors16,18 in
quenched specimens.
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PAS was successfully used many times in studies of the
defect structure in Al-based age-hardenable alloys 共see Ref.
21 for a review兲. To our knowledge, two positron lifetime
共PL兲 studies of the Al-Sn system have been performed so
far.19,20 However, the annealing behavior of Al-Sn was investigated at relatively low temperatures only. Moreover, PL
spectrometers with a relatively poor timing resolution 共more
than 300 ps兲 were employed. This makes it difficult to resolve short and/or weak components in measured PL spectra.
A lifetime of ⬃246 ps was found in the quenched
specimen.19 This lifetime corresponds to positrons trapped in
Al monovacancies.22,23 On the other hand, only a single component with a lifetime of ⬃265 ps was resolved in the PL
spectrum of the quenched Al-Sn alloy in Ref. 20. Hence, the
abovementioned studies do not allow one to draw unambiguous conclusions about defects in the Al-Sn system and it is
therefore desirable to continue with PA studies of this system
and find out other details about its defect structure using
advanced experimental PA techniques such as highresolution PL spectroscopy and coincidence Doppler broadening 共CDB兲 spectroscopy. We prefer these methods over
conventional techniques—such as transmission electron microscopy 共TEM兲—due to a very small size of nanoparticles
involved and an important role played by vacancies which
are hardly detectable using conventional techniques. Moreover, when compared to Mössbauer spectroscopy PL spectroscopy directly monitors the vacancies and their clusters. In
addition, the CDB technique can provide the direct information on the atomic 共chemical兲 environment of studied open
volume defects.7,24,25
The main aim of the present work is to study carefully the
microstructure of a diluted Al-Sn alloy quenched rapidly
from the solution treatment temperature and the vacancy assisted clustering of Sn atoms in a broad range of temperatures. More specifically, for the quenched system we intended to clarify several open questions which seem not to
be resolved by Mössbauer spectroscopy. 共i兲 Is dissolved tin
distributed homogeneously or does it form some clusters?
共ii兲 Are Sn atoms coupled with monovacancies or vacancy
clusters? 共iii兲 What is the stability of the quenched microstructure at room temperature? Furthermore, we study the
development of the quenched microstructure with increasing
temperature during isochronal annealing from the room up to
the solution treatment temperature. Finally, we also examine
a slowly cooled specimen. Measurements are accompanied
by calculations of positron quantities of interest for Al, Sn,
and related defects, which helps us to interpret the experimental data properly.
The paper is organized as follows. We first give a description of the examined Al-Sn samples and PL and CDB experimental techniques 共Sec. II兲. Positron calculations and their
results are described in Sec. III. Then, we continue with the
obtained experimental results and discussions of various microstructural aspects of the studied Al-Sn system 共Sec. IV兲.
The paper is concluded in Sec. V.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A. Specimens

The studied Al-Sn 共800 at. ppm兲 alloy was prepared in
The Research Institute of Metals, Panenské Břežany, Czech

TABLE I. The chemical composition of the studied Al-Sn alloy
共at. %兲.
Al

Sn

Fe

Si

Pb

Bi

balance

0.080

0.063

0.060

⬍0.001

0.013

Republic. Extruded specimens were subjected to the solution
treatment at 525 °C for 2 h at a vertical furnace with the
argon protective atmosphere and then rapidly quenched into
water of room temperature. After quenching the specimens
were quickly transferred into a bath of liquid nitrogen where
they were stored until measurement. Subsequent isochronal
annealing was performed by heating samples in steps of
20 °C/20 min. The annealing was carried out in a silicon oil
bath 共below 250 °C兲 and in the vertical furnace with the argon protecting atmosphere 共above 250 °C兲. Each annealing
step was finished by rapid quenching into water of room
temperature.
The chemical composition of samples is given in Table I.
There is a significant concentration of Fe and Si which represent most common impurities in commercial Al-based alloys. A possible influence of these impurities on the studied
processes as well as on the measured positron characteristics
will be discussed in detail below. We state beforehand that
their influence appears to be negligible.

B. Positron-lifetime spectroscopy

A PL spectrometer based on the fast-slow one described
in Ref. 26 was employed in the present work. The
spectrometer26 was recently modified27,28 with the purpose to
enhance the coincidence count rate keeping simultaneously
excellent timing resolution of the device. The timing resolution of the spectrometer was 150 ps 关full width at half maximum 共FWHM兲兴 for a 22Na source of an activity of
⬃1.3 MBq at a typical coincidence counting rate of 75 s−1.
The 22Na positron source was sealed between two mylar foils
of 2 m thickness. The source contribution, which arises
from positron annihilations in the positron source and the
mylar foils, consisted of two components with lifetimes 368
ps and 1.5 ns and relative intensities 9 and 1 %, respectively.
The parameters of the source components were obtained using a reference sample of high purity well annealed 共defect
free兲 Al 共99.9999%兲. The shorter source component was
fixed in the analysis of PL spectra of Al-Sn samples. It was
not necessary to fix the long-lived source component because
it is well separated from the other components. PL measurements were performed at room temperature and at least 107
counts were collected in the spectrum for each annealing
temperature. In the case of the slowly cooled sample 共Sec.
IV G兲 PL spectrum with lower statistics 共4 ⫻ 106 counts兲 was
collected. Measured spectra were decomposed by means of a
maximum-likelihood procedure29 into up to four exponential
components. The time-resolution function of the spectrometer was considered as a sum of three Gaussians and was
fitted simultaneously with other parameters 共for details see
Refs. 27 and 29兲.
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TABLE II. The results of calculations of positron affinity 共A+兲 and bulk lifetime 共B兲 for Al and ␤-Sn.
Experimental bulk lifetimes are collected in the seventh column. Lifetimes 共V兲 of positrons trapped at
vacancies are also specified 共ATSUP technique兲 together with their experimental counterparts 共if available兲.
Columns with computed quantities are labelled with the abbreviations of the computational method and the
form of the positron correlation/enhancement used.

Element

LMTO-BN
A+
B
共eV兲 共ps兲

LMTO-GGA
A+
B
共eV兲
共ps兲

Al
␤-Sn

⫺4.8
⫺6.8

⫺4.6
⫺6.4

163
185

153
188

ATSUP-BN
B
共ps兲

experimental
B
共ps兲

ATSUP-BN
V
共ps兲

experimental
V
共ps兲

167
187

163± 5 共Ref. 39兲
202± 5 共Ref. 39兲

240
274

239 共Ref. 23兲

C. Coincidence Doppler broadening spectroscopy

The coincidence Doppler broadening 共CDB兲 spectrometer
employed in the present work consisted of two HPGe detectors and commercial NIM modules operated by a PC. The
energy resolution of the spectrometer was 1.2 keV 共FWHM兲
at 511 keV energy and the coincidence count rate amounted
to ⬃650 s−1 for a 1 MBq 22NaCl positron source 共sealed
between 2-m-thick mylar foils兲. At least 108 events were
collected in each two-dimensional spectrum, which was subsequently reduced into the one-dimensional Doppler profile
and instrumental resolution cuts. In order to inspect the nature of positron annihilation sites, relative changes of Doppler profiles were followed as ratios of the profiles normalized to the same area to a proper reference profile normalized
to the same area as well. The reference profile was taken to
be well annealed. 共defect free兲 high purity aluminum
共99.9999%兲.
III. POSITRON CALCULATIONS

Calculations of positron quantities of interest may substantially help when interpreting positron measurements.
Such calculations bring not only the quantitative characterization of the positron response from a studied system and its
defects, but the microscopic origin of this response is also
accessible. In defect studies it is not often obvious whether a
given defect represents a positron trap and/or what are its
positron characteristics. Thus, in order to test whether the Sn
precipitates in Al represent attractive sites for positrons, calculations of the positron affinity for Sn and Al were performed. In addition, we calculated positron lifetimes for bulk
Al and Sn and single vacancies in these materials to be able
to distinguish between vacancies in Al and Sn. We also examined the high momentum parts 共HMPs兲 of the momentum
distribution of annihilation ␥-quanta for several vacancy-tin
complexes in Al. In general, HMPs provide the information
about the annihilation of positrons with core electrons. This
will be helpful in the next section when identifying the
atomic environment of annihilation sites.
The so-called vanishing positron density limit30,31 was
adopted in the calculations of positron properties. We employed two computational techniques. First, it is the linear
muffin-tin orbital 共LMTO兲 method32 within the atomicsphere approximation32 共ASA兲. Calculations of selected
quantities were also carried out using the so-called atomic

superposition 共ATSUP兲 method.33,34 To compare the two
used techniques, the ATSUP method is not self-consistent
and neglects charge transfer effects in contrast to the LMTO
technique. On the other hand, the ATSUP method retains
fully the three-dimensional geometry of the studied system
whereas the electron density and potential are spheridized in
the vicinity of atomic sites within the LMTO framework. In
some respect these two techniques are complementary and
we use them both in order to check the adequacy of approximations employed in them by comparing their results.
In our calculations the correlation part of the positron
potential30,31 was determined using the parametrization obtained by Boroński and Nieminen35 共BN兲 within the framework of the local-density approximation for positrons.35 For
the sake of comparison, we also applied the formula introduced recently by Barbiellini et al.36 based on the generalized gradient approximation 共GGA兲 for electron-positron
correlations. Once the positron potential is known, a
Schrödinger-like equation30,31 is solved to find the positron
ground state and energy.
The LMTO method was used to calculate positron affinities and bulk positron lifetimes. The ATSUP method was also
used for the latter as well as for vacancy lifetimes. The calculation of HMPs was carried out using this method, too.
The details of the positron affinity and positron lifetime calculations can be found in Ref. 37. The HMPs were computed
according to the scheme described in Ref. 38 using the
GGA.36 In these calculations the following core electron
configurations were considered: for Al the Ne core was taken
and for Sn the Kr core+ 4d10 configuration was adopted. We
further note that calculated HMP profiles were normalized38
in the way that their total areas were set to be core / total
times the area used to normalize experimental CDB spectra
共see Sec. II C兲. Here, core and total are, respectively, calculated core and total annihilation rates for a given case.
The crystal structures taken into account in calculations
are face centered cubic and tetragonal for Al and ␤-Sn, respectively. A vacancy is simply created by removing one
atom from 256 atom supercells used both for Al and Sn 共of
course, atomic positions in Al differ from those in Sn兲. No
lattice relaxations around vacancies were considered at this
stage.
The results of calculations are collected in Table II. The
obtained results for Al agree well with those presented in the
literature.31,33,36 In the case of tin, only preliminary results
for the bulk lifetime were presented in Ref. 40. To our
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knowledge, the positron affinity and vacancy lifetime for
␤-tin were not calculated before. Clearly, the positron affinity of Sn is positioned substantially lower than that for Al.
This means that Sn precipitates are attractive for positrons.31
In principle, this approach should be used for large Sn particles only as they can be considered as a separate phase and
the positron affinity is a well-defined quantity for them. On
the other hand, our recent study41 indicates that even for very
small particles the affinity approach can reasonably be used.
Thus, the minimum precipitate radius rc to have a bound
positron state can be roughly estimated from the equation42
rc关Å兴 = 3.1/冑⌬A+关eV兴,

TABLE III. Properties of relaxed vacancylike defects in the
Al-Sn system. Relaxations are given in percents of the Al lattice
constant; the first 共second兲 number is the largest deviation of Al
共Sn兲 atoms with respect to their original positions 共given by the
ideal Al lattice兲.

relaxation 共%兲
lifetime 共ps兲
W parameter

V

V-Sn

V2-Sn

V-Sn2

0.6
240
0.00212

2.8; 5.0
236
0.00263

3.7; 9.1
248
0.00257

3.1; 3.8
236
0.00291

共1兲

where ⌬A+ ⬎ 0 represents the positron affinity difference between the matrix and the precipitate. Using the calculated
affinities 共Table II兲 we obtain the minimum radius of Sn
precipitates rc ⬇ 2 Å. This is a very small radius which results in a volume smaller than the Sn atomic volume. Hence
we conclude that even very small clusters of Sn atoms may
probably act as a trapping site for positrons. Lifetime results
will be discussed below, in the context of experimental results.
In order to examine the nature of vacancylike defects in
the Al-Sn system, we also calculated positron characteristics
of atomic configurations of several such defects. Namely,
these are vacancy-Sn 共V-Sn兲, divacancy-Sn 共V2-Sn兲, and
vacancy-Sn2 共V-Sn2兲 complexes and nondecorated vacancy.
Their atomic configurations were obtained using the Vienna
ab initio program43–45 共VASP兲 developed at the Institut für
Materialphysik of the Universität Wien. In all calculations
108 atom based cells 共3 ⫻ 3 ⫻ 3 fcc units of Al兲 were employed. The starting configurations were created so that a
vacancy corresponds to a missing Al atom; Sn atoms were
put into Al lattice sites. For all defects nearest-neighbor configurations of vacancies and Sn atoms were considered. The
relaxed defect configurations were obtained by minimizing
the total energy of the supercell with respect to atomic positions. The calculated binding energy of the V-Sn complex is
0.2 eV, which is somewhat smaller value than that found
experimentally. The reason for this discrepancy could be yet
insufficient size of supercells used in calculations. In the following we shall use the experimental value 0.4 eV.14,15 For
ATSUP positron calculations we used 500 atom based supercells created from the original 共VASP兲 ones by adding atoms
at the sides to minimize an influence of boundary
conditions.46 These added atoms were arranged in the form
of the regular Al fcc lattice.
As expected, relaxations around defects—except for the
single vacancy—are quite large, which is documented in
Table III. For example, in the case of the V-Sn complex the
Sn atom is moved towards the vacancy after the relaxation
process whereas surrounding Al atoms are pushed away from
the Sn atom. A similar situation occurs for the V2-Sn complex. Calculated positron lifetimes and W parameters are also
specified in Table III. One can see that the positron lifetimes
for all studied defects are nearly the same and around 240 ps
共see Table II兲. This can be somewhat surprising for the V2-Sn
defects as the divacancy in Al gives a lifetime of about 270
ps 共Ref. 33兲, but the large atomic relaxations around V2-Sn

reduce the free volume and consequently the positron lifetime. Thus, the positron lifetime can hardly be used to differentiate among studied defects. A measurement of the
CDB/HMP profiles should be more sensitive to the vacancy
environment. This can be clearly seen from the calculated
values of the W parameter 共Table III兲. Namely, the presence
of Sn apparently results in an increase of W. The W parameter was determined by integrating the calculated HMP profiles in the ranges of Doppler profiles where 4 KeV⬍ 兩⌬E兩
⬎ 6 KeV 共see Fig. 1兲. This parameter characterizes predominantly PA with core electrons.
The calculated HMP profiles for pure Sn and examined
vacancylike defects with respect to Al are shown in Fig. 1.
The ratio profile of Sn deviates significantly from the straight
line at the level 1 共that represents Al兲. This again gives an
indication that a vacancy decorated by a Sn atom could be
distinguished from a nondecorated vacancy. Indeed, the ratio
curves for decorated vacancies 共or a divacancy兲 exhibit a
signature of Sn that is a minimum of the ratio curve at about
7 KeV. The increase of the W-parameter for decorated vacancies compared to the nondecorated one, as mentioned above,
can also be understood from Fig. 1. On the other hand, the
mutual differences among ratio curves corresponding to
decorated 共di兲vacancies are rather small and for the purpose

FIG. 1. Ratio HMP profiles of Sn and vacancylike defects with
respect to Al. The crosshatched areas mark energy regions used for
W-parameter calculation; the whole filled areas 共hatched
+ crosshatched兲 mark regions used for comparison with experiment.
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FIG. 2. Ratio HMP profiles of Sn, Si, and Fe with respect to
FIG. 3. The positron mean lifetime as a function of the annealing temperature.

Al.

of comparison of experiment and calculations we consider
only the V-Sn complex in the following. We note that for a
comparison with experiment Doppler shift regions 兩⌬E兩
ⲏ 4 keV should be considered only 共see Fig. 1兲 and such a
comparison for Doppler shifts 兩⌬E兩 ⱗ 3 keV is definitely
meaningless, especially for ratio profiles, because of the
missing valence electron contribution in HMP profiles.
Finally, we discuss a possible effect of other impurity atoms 共Si, Fe兲 in the studied alloy on CDB/HMP spectra. The
spectra were calculated using the ATSUP method as explained above. In calculations the bcc and diamond structures of Fe and Si were considered, respectively. The core
electron configurations were as follows: for Fe the Ar core
+ 3d6 was taken and for Si 共as for Al兲 the Ne core configuration was adopted. The ratio curves for Sn, Si, and Fe with
respect to Al are plotted in Fig. 2. The curves for Si and Fe
apparently differ from that for Sn. In particular, the electron
configuration of Sn is similar to that of Si, but Sn has 4d
electrons that result in a maximum at about 11 keV 共not
present in the Si curve兲. A similar maximum is also present
in the Fe profile, which is due to 3d electrons of Fe, but the
corresponding curve is positioned much higher than that for
Sn 共and Si兲. Hence, if Si and Fe would precipitate and/or
interact with vacancies, their effect should be visible in measured CDB profiles, which will be further discussed in the
context of experimental results presented below.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Positron lifetime measurements

The positron mean lifetime represents the center of mass
of a PL spectrum and it is therefore a robust parameter independent of the number of components, constraints involved
in the fitted model as well as correlations among parameters.
The mean positron lifetime for the quenched specimen is 206
ps. The dependence of the mean lifetime on the annealing
temperature is shown in Fig. 3. As one can see, the mean
lifetime increases starting from a temperature of 130 °C and
reaches its maximum at 200 °C. Above 200 °C, the mean
lifetime exhibits a pronounced decrease up to its minimum at

360 °C. Subsequently, it increases again for annealing temperatures higher than 360 °C. The mean lifetime is higher
than the aluminum bulk lifetime B = 163 ps 共Ref. 39, Table
II兲. This clearly shows the presence of trapping sites in the
studied alloy.
The measured lifetime spectrum of the quenched specimen can be well decomposed into two lifetime components
that are as follows: 1 = 88± 4 ps and 2 = 235± 5 ps with the
corresponding intensities I1 = 20± 2% and I2 = 80± 2% 共note
that relative intensities are normalized so that I1 + I2 = 100%兲.
The lifetime 1 of the first component is remarkably lower
than B = 163 ps mentioned above. Therefore, we attributed
this component to free positrons. The second component
comes from positrons trapped at defects. A comparison with
above presented results of positron calculations gives an indication that positrons—apart from the delocalized state—
annihilate in vacancylike defects having a size of about one
vacancy.
All measured PL spectra of the annealed sample can be
again well fitted by two exponential components 共except for
the source contribution兲. Lifetimes 1 and 2 of the spectral
components are plotted as functions of the annealing temperature in Fig. 4. The dependence of the relative intensity I2
of the second component on the temperature is shown in Fig.
5.
As in the quenched specimen, we attributed the first component to free positrons. The second component originates
from positrons annihilating at defects. The 2 lifetime of the
latter component increases from ⬃240 to ⬃270 ps in the
temperature interval 130–200 °C. We note that 2 reduced to
the number of degrees of freedom  amounts to 1.05 and
1.22 for a fit of the PL spectrum corresponding to 200 °C
with 2 as a free parameter and 2 fixed to 240 ps, respectively. The former fit resulted in 2 = 共275± 4兲 ps. The expected standard deviation  = 冑2 /  of the 2 distribution reduced to the number of degrees of freedom is 0.03. The
substantial increase of 2 for the fit with 2 fixed at 240 ps
clearly indicates that the increase of 2 in this temperature
range is indeed statistically significant.
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lifetimes agree well with the measured ones in the whole
temperature range. Hence, the application of the two-state
STM is justified in the present case and the decomposition of
spectra to two components is physically plausible. The same
holds for the quenched specimen.
B. Large Sn-rich particles

The solubility of Sn in Al is 200 at. ppm at a solution
treatment temperature of 525 °C 共see Ref. 13兲. As the studied
specimens contain 800 at. ppm of Sn, particles of Sn-rich 共64
at. % of Sn兲 phase13 are formed in addition to the solid solution of Sn in Al during the solution treatment. After the
annealing time t = 2 h the mean diffusion length of Sn atoms
LSn = 冑Dt
FIG. 4. The dependence of positron lifetimes on the annealing
temperature: -•- the lifetime 1 of free positrons, -䊊- the lifetime 2
of trapped positrons, ⌬ - the lifetime STM
calculated using the STM
1
共see the text for details兲. The lifetime 1 calculated using the assumption that positrons are trapped at vacancy-Sn pairs formed during annealing is plotted by the dotted line 共see Sec. IV F兲.

Subsequently, 2 remains roughly constant and above
350 °C it eventually decreases back to ⬃240 ps. The relative
intensity I2 is approximately constant up to 160 °C, then it
decreases drastically in the temperature interval 160–360 °C
共see Fig. 5兲. Finally, above 360 °C it remarkably increases
again. In the following sections we will examine various
possibilities for positron trapping sites in the Al-Sn alloy.
We now check the above assumption that measured lifetime spectra can be decomposed into two components 共apart
from the source contribution兲. For this purpose we use the
two-state simple trapping model42,47 共STM兲. The lifetime

STM
=
1

I 1 B 2
 2 − I 2 B

共2兲

calculated from I1, I2, and 2, and B = 163 ps using the STM
is labeled with open triangles in Fig. 4. In this figure the STM
1

共3兲

appears to be ⬇0.1 mm, which is clearly sufficient for the
abovementioned redistribution of Sn atoms. The diffusion
coefficient D of Sn in aluminum was taken from the recent
work.48 On the basis of the TEM study of an Al-Cu-Sn-Bi
alloy, which contained the same amount of tin and was subjected to the identical solution treatment,12 we conclude that
the Sn-rich incoherent particles are large and their linear size
is certainly significantly greater than 100 nm. Hence, it is
possible to estimate the positron trapping rate to these Snrich particles. Clearly, positron trapping at these particles
will be limited by the diffusion of positrons to the vicinity of
their surface. Under the assumption of trapping at the surface
of spherically shaped Sn-rich particles with the radius r, the
positron trapping rate may be expressed as49
KD = 4rND+ .

共4兲

The volume concentration of particles is denoted by N. The
symbol D+ stands for the positron diffusion coefficient. For
Al, D+ = 1.7 cm2 s−1 was reported.42 According to the equilibrium Al-Sn phase diagram,13 the number of Sn atoms
forming Sn-rich particles at the solution treatment temperature is ⬇600 at. ppm. The volume fraction N of particles is
proportional to 1 / r3. Thus, considering 2r = 100 nm as a
lower limit of the Sn-rich particle diameter, from Eq. 共4兲 we
obtain an upper estimate of the positron trapping rate KD
= 3.4⫻ 108 s−1, which is more than one order of magnitude
smaller than the bulk annihilation rate for aluminum B
= 1 / B ⬇ 6 ⫻ 109 s−1 共Refs. 22, 30, and 39兲. If we assume
2 ⬃ 240 ps, the contribution of positron trapping at the Snrich particles will be smaller than 10% 共when KD is compared with the total trapping rate derived from the STM兲.
Hence, the large Sn-rich particles do not represent significant
positron traps that could explain the observed intensity I2 and
will be neglected in the following discussions.
C. Sn-vacancy pairs and Sn nanoparticles

FIG. 5. The relative intensity I2 of the component which belongs
to trapped positrons. The calculated relative intensity of the component coming from positrons trapped at vacancy-Sn pairs formed
during annealing is plotted by the dotted line 共see Sec. IV F兲.

A relatively high binding energy of 0.4 eV between vacancies and Sn atoms was determined experimentally.14,15
Thermal vacancies can be, therefore, bound to dissolved Sn
atoms during the solution treatment. As a consequence a significant amount of tin atoms can be coupled to vacancies
after quenching 共to room temperature兲 as also turned out
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from the Mössbauer study20 of the Al-Sn alloy. The migration of vacancies in pure Al takes place already below room
temperature.50,51 The “free” vacancies 共not associated with
Sn兲 are highly mobile and quickly disappear after and/or
during quenching. Only vacancies bound to Sn atoms may
“survive” quenching. As PAS measurements are performed
at room temperature and positrons are obviously trapped at
open volume defects, it is natural to expect that they are
trapped at the vacancies bound to Sn atoms. The lifetime
2 ⬇ 240 ps coincides with the lifetime of positrons trapped
in the monovacancies in Al reported in the literature22,23 共see
Table II兲. One could thus argue that the second lifetime component comes from positrons trapped in monovacancies
bound to Sn atoms. However, as discussed in Sec. III 共Table
III兲, the V2-Sn and V-Sn2 complexes exhibit lifetimes that are
very close to that for the V-Sn complex. This means that on
the basis of lifetime measurements one cannot unambiguously determine the defect responsible for a lifetime component of ⬃240 ps. Nevertheless, the size of the free volume
associated with such defects is about the same as that of the
monovacancy.
Let us now continue with thermodynamic considerations.
The concentration of thermal-equilibrium vacancies is
cV* = exp共SVf/k兲exp共− EVf/kT兲,

共5兲

where SVf and EVf denote the monovacancy formation entropy
and enthalpy, respectively, and k stands for the Boltzman
constant. For aluminum SVf = 1 k 共Refs. 52 and 53兲 and EVf
= 0.6 eV 共Ref. 30兲 may be found in the literature. At T
= 525 °C, i.e., at the solution treatment temperature, the equilibrium concentration of vacancies cV* = 430 at. ppm, is about
two times higher than the concentration of dissolved tin atoms 共200 at. ppm兲. The equilibrium concentration of
vacancy-Sn pairs is then given by the expression
*
dissolved
cV-Sn
= cV* exp共EV-Sn
/kT兲cSn
,
b

共6兲

= 0.4 eV 共Refs. 14 and 15兲 denotes the binding
where EV-Sn
b
dissolved
energy of a Sn atom to a vacancy and cSn
= 200 at. ppm is the concentration of dissolved tin atoms at
the temperature of the solution treatment. Equation 共6兲 yields
*
= 30 at. ppm. It means that about 15% of Sn atoms discV-Sn
solved in the solid solution during the solution treatment are
bound to vacancies. The equilibrium concentration of V
-Sn2 can be estimated from the expression
*
dissolved 2
cV-Sn
⬇ cV* exp共2EV-Sn
/kT兲共cSn
兲 ,
b
2

共7兲

*
which results in cV-Sn
⬇ 2 at. ppm. The equilibrium concen2
tration of V2-Sn defects can be estimated in a similar way

cV*

2-Sn

dissolved
⬇ 共cV* 兲2 exp„共EV-Sn
+ EV-V
,
b
b 兲/kT…cSn

共8兲

represents the binding energy of a divacancy in
where EV-V
b
is not known, but we suppose
Al. The binding energy EV-V
b
, i.e., 0.4 eV. Thus, we
that it should not be higher than EV-Sn
b
obtain an estimate that cV* -Sn ⬍ 4 at. ppm. Hence, it is clear
2
that concentrations of the three-site defects V2-Sn and

V-Sn2 are significantly smaller than that of V-Sn pairs and
they do not contribute significantly to the positron signal.
The concentration of vacancies in the quenched sample
can be calculated from lifetimes and relative intensities obtained from the decomposition of the PL spectrum using the
STM
quench
=
cV-Sn

冉

冊

1 I2 1
1
−
,
V I1 B 2

共9兲

where V = 2.5⫻ 1014 at. s−1 is the specific positron trapping
rate for monovacancies in Al.42 Note that the specific trapping rate can be slightly changed for the vacancy-Sn pair due
to the presence of the Sn atom. If we neglect this small
quench
difference in the present estimation, we obtain cV-Sn
= 30± 4 at. ppm from Eq. 共9兲. This number is in excellent
agreement with the equilibrium concentration of vacancy-Sn
*
at the temperature of the solution treatment 关see
pairs cV-Sn
Eq. 共6兲兴. Thus, we verified that the vacancy-Sn pairs formed
during the solution treatment survived during quenching and
are present in the quenched specimen, whereas vacancies not
associated with Sn disappeared.
The Al-Sn equilibrium phase diagram13 shows that the
solubility limit of Sn in Al is negligible below the melting
temperature of tin 共230 °C兲. Notwithstanding the solubility
can be extended by quenching, there are some indications
coming from TEM,12,18 Mössbauer spectroscopy,19 and atom
probe field ion microscopy54,55 that very small Sn 共nano兲particles could be formed during quenching. The sizes of these
particles of about 4 nm 共Ref. 54兲 or smaller than 5 nm 共Ref.
18兲 were reported. As shown in Sec. III, positrons can be
trapped at such nanocrystalline Sn precipitates. However, the
calculated lifetime of positrons trapped at defect-free Sn precipitates 共see Table II兲 is remarkably lower than 2. Thus,
positrons are probably trapped at vacancies associated with
Sn atoms instead of defect-free Sn precipitates. However,
some clustering of Sn atoms during quenching cannot be
excluded on the basis of current PL results. Nevertheless, if
fine Sn clusters would be formed, they should be associated
with vacancies because the mobility of Sn-vacancy pairs in
Al is remarkably higher than that of Sn atoms themselves
and because of a high binding energy of vacancies to Sn
atoms. The above two estimates of the concentration of V-Sn
pairs give a strong indication that PA at V-Sn pairs dominates
over annihilation at vacancies connected with Sn precipitates.
We now discuss a possible influence of Si and Fe impurity
atoms 共see Table I兲. The maximum solubility of Si in Al is
1.5 at. % at an eutectic temperature of 577 °C. It decreases
down to 0.05 at. % at 300 °C 共Ref. 13兲. Although rapid
quenching extends Si solubility in Al, a weak precipitation of
Si atoms may occur in the studied samples. There is a large
of a vacancy to a Si atom
scatter in the binding energies EV-Si
b
reported in literature. A very low binding energy of only 0.07
eV, i.e., 6 times smaller than that to Sn, was found in Ref. 56.
On the other hand, EV-Si
b ⬇ 0.2 eV was reported in Ref. 57.
Using Eq. 共6兲 for Si instead of Sn, one obtains that the equilibrium concentration of vacancies bound to Si atoms at the
solution treatment temperature lies in a range from 1 to 5 at.
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ppm depending on the binding energy value used. Even the
highest possible estimation of the V-Si pair concentration is
still 6 times smaller than the concentration of excess vacancies measured in the quenched sample. On the other hand,
the positron affinity of Si is below that of Al 共Ref. 31 and
Table II兲 and positron trapping at Si precipitates cannot be
excluded in principle. As PAS is sensitive mainly to openvolume defects, such as vacancies, and positron trapping at
precipitates does not seem to play a dominant role in the
present study 共at least in the quenched specimen兲, one can
assume that Si impurities do not affect PAS results.
Finally, the Fe solubility in Al is only 0.025 at. % at room
temperature.58 The binding energy of a vacancy to an Fe
atom embedded in the Al matrix estimated in Ref. 57 is 0.18
eV. From Eq. 共6兲 for Fe instead of Sn, we obtain the equilibrium concentration of vacancies bound to Fe atoms lower
than 2 at. ppm at the solution treatment temperature. Thus,
vacancies bound to Fe atoms cannot represent a significant
contribution to PL spectrum. The positron trapping at Fe precipitates is not possible due to a higher positron affinity of Fe
compared to Al 共see Ref. 31兲. Thus, due to similar reasons as
for Si, one does not probably need to consider Fe impurities
in the interpretation of PAS results. A weak interaction of
vacancies with Fe and Si atoms is also indicated by the fact
that both Fe and Si atoms have no or little effect on the
vacancy-assisted formation of GP zones in Al-Cu alloys.57,59
D. Stability of quenched microstructure

The mean diffusion length of Sn atoms in Al at room
temperature calculated from Eq. 共3兲 is very small. For a time
period of 24 h, i.e., the time scale typical for PL measurements, it amounts to ⬃2 Å. This clearly indicates that Sn
nanoclusters are formed only during quenching, while no
additional movement of Sn atoms occurs at room temperature in the time scale of at least a few days. In order to check
experimentally the stability of the quenched microstructure
at room temperature, we recorded the PL spectrum of the
specimen quenched from the solution treatment temperature
in a number of independent steps. Each step took 30 min.
The PL spectra obtained in these steps were analyzed independently in terms of the mean lifetime. The dependence of
the mean lifetime on the measuring time is shown in Fig. 6.
Indeed, the mean lifetime remains constant during the whole
time of the measurement, which manifests that no change of
the quenched microstructure occurs in the time scale of several days and even more.

FIG. 6. The time dependence of the mean lifetime mean. PL
spectra were accumulated in a number of 30 min steps. The mean
lifetime was calculated independently for the PL spectrum from
each step.

valence electron contribution is neglected in calculated profiles 共see also Fig. 1兲. Taking this into account one can realize that the calculated profiles match reasonably well the
measured ones. In Fig. 8共a兲 we show the CDB ratio profile of
Sn with respect to Al calculated using the data from Fig. 7.
We note that in whole Fig. 8 we symmetrize the CDB data
and plot only the part of CDB/HMP profiles corresponding to
positive Doppler shifts. Clearly, the calculations reproduce
well the minimum at about 7 keV Doppler shift in pure Sn
though the calculated minimum is somewhat deeper 共by
about 0.2兲 than in the experimental profile.
The measured CDB ratio profile for the quenched specimen is presented in Fig. 8共b兲. On the basis of the simple
trapping model42 and using the lifetime components and intensities given in Sec. IV A one can calculate the fraction of
positrons annihilating in defects in the quenched specimen.

E. Sn-vacancy pairs probed using CDB spectroscopy

In order to further elucidate the nature of defects identified so far as Sn-vacancy pairs, we examined the quenched
specimen using the CDB spectrometer. We first show results
of CDB measurements for the pure Al 共99.9999%兲 reference
sample and pure Sn 共99.999%兲 sample. Figure 7 presents
measured CDB spectra for Al and Sn together with their
theoretical 共HMP兲 counterparts. It should be stressed that the
calculated profiles should be compared to the experimental
ones only for Doppler shifts larger than about 4 keV as the

FIG. 7. Measured CDB spectra of Al and Sn combined with
calculated HMP profiles 共full lines兲. The experimental spectra of Al
and Sn are normalized to the same area, but they are mutually
shifted in the vertical direction.
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FIG. 8. The CDB/HMP ratio profiles for 共a兲 pure Sn, 共b兲 the
quenched 共Q兲 specimen and the corresponding defect component,
and 共c兲 V and V-Sn defects 共the smoothed quenched defect profile is
marked by an arrow兲.

First, the trapping rate can be calculated as K = 共1 / B
− 1 / 2兲I2 / I1 to be 7.52 ns−1. Then, the annihilation fraction
 = K / 共K + 1 / B兲 amounts to 55 %. Using this quantity one
can extract the defect CDB profile from the measured spectrum of the quenched specimen. In particular, the following
equation holds:
%Q = 共1 − 兲%Al + %Q,def ,

共10兲

where %Q, %Q,def, and, %Al are, respectively, CDB profiles of
the quenched specimen, its defect component, and pure Al.
The resulting defect profile is also shown in Fig. 8共b兲. For
Doppler shifts larger than ⬃4 keV both plotted CDB profiles
exhibit similar features as that for pure Sn 共a local maximum
at ⬃3 keV and a minimum at ⬃7 keV兲. This indicates the
presence of Sn atoms in the neighborhood of positron trapping sites. Furthermore, these profiles also manifest the presence of vacancylike defects because for small Doppler shifts
profiles exceed the level 1. In this context it is also helpful to
mention that due to the facts that in the quenched Al-Sn

specimen an apparently lower fraction of positrons annihilates with 4d electrons of Sn 共due to low Sn content兲 and the
positron overlap with Sn 4d electrons is also smaller 共due to
positron trapping兲 in comparison with the pure Sn specimen,
the peak at ⬃3 keV of the CDB ratio profile of the quenched
Al-Sn specimen is diminished compared to pure Sn.
Finally, in Fig. 8共c兲 the HMP profiles of V and V-Sn defects are plotted together with the defect component shown
already in Fig. 8共b兲. The profile for the Al vacancy is rather
flat without any features. In contrast, the profile for the V-Sn
complex exhibits a minimum around 7 keV, similarly to pure
Sn and the defect CDB profile. This fact is even more apparent when appropriate smoothing of experimental ratio curves
is done 关see Fig. 8共c兲兴. It is thus natural to identify the defect
component in the quenched specimen with vacancy-Sn pairs
in agreement with the above discussion based on the lifetime
results. We should yet mention that the CDB defect ratio
profile extracted from experiment is shifted up with respect
to the calculated HMP V-Sn profile by about 0.2. We suppose
that this effect as well as a similar observation for pure Sn
共discussed above兲 are due to the fact that the theoretical approach used for electron-positron correlations does not give
absolutely precise predictions of HMP profiles. However, we
cannot exclude a minor influence of other impurity atoms,
especially Fe, as discussed below.
Though the concentration of Fe and Si vacancy pairs was
estimated to be negligible in the studied alloy 共Sec. IV C兲,
for completeness we also discuss a possible influence of Si
and Fe impurities on CDB/HMP profiles. The HMP profile
originating from vacancy-Si pairs should be rather flat and
positioned below the profile of V-Sn as indicated by the defect free Si HMP profile shown in Fig. 2. The vacancy-Fe
case requires more attention as, in principle, the corresponding CDB ratio profile could be rather similar to that for the
vacancy-Sn pair. Namely, the corresponding HMP profile
should also have a minimum around 7 keV. This is also indicated by our first calculations which further show that this
minimum is apparently broader and is positioned higher 共by
about 0.1兲 than that for V-Sn pairs. Furthermore, the peak
around 3 keV is likely to disappear and the corresponding
lifetime is about 10 ps shorter than for V-Sn pairs. These
features are caused by strong lattice relaxations around V-Fe
pairs. On the other hand, though the experimental CDB profile does not exhibit such a broad minimum and the peak
around 3 keV is apparently present, a weak contribution of
vacancy-Fe pairs to the measured CDB profile plotted in Fig.
8共c兲 cannot be fully excluded. In conclusion, neither Si nor
Fe vacancy pairs’ signatures were explicitly observed experimentally and this further confirms that the effect of such
pairs in the current PAS study can likely be neglected, and
the CDB defect ratio profile for the quenched Al-Sn sample
comes predominantly from vacancy-Sn pairs.
F. Thermal evolution of Al-Sn system

The mean diffusion length of Sn in the Al host, LSn, calculated from Eq. 共3兲 for t = 20 min, i.e., the time of each
annealing step, is plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of temperature. The mean distance between the dissolved Sn atoms in
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FIG. 9. The temperature dependence of the mean diffusion
length LSn of Sn atoms for an annealing time of t = 20 min. The
mean distance between Sn atoms diluted in the solid solution in the
quenched specimen is indicated by the dotted line. No clustering of
Sn atoms during quenching was considered.

the quenched sample is ⬇4 nm 共dotted line in Fig. 9兲 under
the assumption that no clustering of dissolved Sn atoms takes
place during quenching. As seen in Fig. 9, the mean diffusion
length of Sn becomes comparable with the distance between
the dissolved Sn atoms at a temperature slightly above
100 °C. Thus the clustering of Sn atoms should start around
this temperature or a little higher because some part of Sn
atoms could cluster during quenching 共see Sec. IV C兲. Simultaneously, the lifetime 2 starts to increase around
130 °C, see Fig. 4, and reaches 270 ps at 200 °C. The lifetime of positrons trapped at a vacancy in Sn, VSn = 274 ps was
calculated 共see Table II兲. It is a remarkably higher value than
the lifetime VAl = 240 ps of positrons trapped at a vacancy in
Al. Thus one could assume that the increasing number of Sn
atoms surrounding a vacancy leads to the observed increase
of 2 because the “Al-type” vacancy surrounded initially
mostly by Al atoms 共only a single nearest neighbor Sn atom兲
transforms into a “Sn-type” vacancy surrounded predominantly by Sn atoms. Another explanation could be that positrons annihilate at free volumes at the interfaces between Sn
precipitates/aggregates and the Al matrix. A CDB measurement is planned to inspect this uncertainty. The clustering of
Sn atoms is reflected also by a decrease of the intensity I2
共see Fig. 5兲 as the mutual distance among Sn clusters, which
contain positron traps, increases.
It should be yet noted that a positron lifetime of 273 ps
was calculated for positrons trapped at the Al divacancy.33 It
is also close to 2 ⬇ 270 ps observed in experiment. However, it is well known60 that divacancies as well as vacancies
in Al are mobile well below room temperature. Therefore,
divacancies would be quickly annealed out after quenching
of the sample to room temperature. Hence, the long-term
stability of the observed defects at room temperature clearly
indicates that they are stabilized by Sn atoms.
According to the Al-Sn equilibrium phase diagram,13 tin

FIG. 10. The temperature 共T兲 dependence of the equilibrium
concentration of vacancies c*V 共solid line, right vertical scale axis兲
*
and the equilibrium concentration of vacancy-Sn pairs cV−Sn
共dashed line, left vertical scale axis兲 in the studied Al-Sn alloy.

is melted and its small amount becomes dissolved in Al
above 230 °C. The tin solubility in Al increases with the
temperature and reaches its maximum 共260 at. ppm兲 at
⬃600 °C 共Ref. 13兲. The gradual dissolution of Sn precipitates with the increasing annealing temperature is likely accompanied by a release of the bound vacancies that diffuse to
sinks at the samples’ surface and grain boundaries. The recovery of vacancies is reflected by a decrease of the intensity
I2. However, the concentration of thermal equilibrium vacancies increases with the temperature at the same time, i.e., it
represents a competing process. At temperatures above
300 °C the thermal-equilibrium concentration of vacancies
becomes significant. The pairs of thermal equilibrium vacancies and the dissolved Sn atoms are formed again. The equi*
of the vacancy-Sn pairs at varilibrium concentration cV−Sn
ous temperatures is given by Eq. 共6兲, where the temperature
dissolved
is considered. The temperature dedependence of cSn
*
pendencies of cV-Sn and cV* are plotted in Fig. 10. As the
sample was rapidly quenched after each annealing step and
subsequent PAS measurements were carried out at room temperature, the thermal vacancies not associated with Sn atoms
quickly disappear after and/or during quenching and only
vacancies bound to Sn atom are present in the quenched
sample. The equilibrium concentration of vacancy-tin pairs
*
lies below the detection limit of PL spectroscopy
cV-Sn
共⬃1 at. ppm兲 at temperatures lower than 300 °C. However, it
becomes important above 300 °C. The increasing number of
vacancy-Sn pairs formed during annealing leads to an increase of the intensity I2 of trapped positrons. The positron
trapping rate to the vacancy-Sn pairs formed during annealing is
*
KV−Sn共T兲 = VcV−Sn
共T兲.

共11兲

The intensity of trapped positrons corresponding to the trapping rate KV-Sn is given by the expression
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I2 =

B−1

KV-Sn
.
− −1
2 + KV-Sn

The intensity I2 calculated from Eq. 共12兲 is plotted in Fig. 5
by the dotted line. Clearly, it exhibits a reasonable agreement
with the temperature dependence of the measured intensity I2
at temperatures above 350 °C. This gives an apparent evidence that positrons are trapped at Sn-vacancy pairs formed
during annealing. The difference between the calculated and
measured intensity I2 at the temperature interval 250–350 °C
is likely due to the fact that Sn clusters were not completely
dissolved yet. The lifetime 1 calculated from the trapping
rate KV-Sn from the relation

1 =

B

−1

1
+ KV-Sn

V. CONCLUSIONS

共12兲

共13兲

is plotted in Fig. 4 by the dotted line. Similarly to the case of
I2 it exhibits a reasonable agreement with the measured lifetime of free positrons at temperatures above 350 °C.
G. Slowly cooled sample

Finally, we annealed a specimen at the temperature
525 °C 共solution treatment兲 for 30 min. After annealing the
specimen was not quenched, but it was slowly cooled down
inside the furnace. Similarly to the quenched specimen, the
PL spectrum of this slowly cooled specimen was well fitted
by two exponential components. The first component, 1
= 149± 3 ps, I1 = 74± 7 %, comes from delocalized positrons.
The second one, 2 = 211± 9 ps, I2 = 26± 7 %, represents the
contribution of trapped positrons. Obviously, both the lifetime 2 and intensity I2 lie substantially below those found in
the quenched specimen 共see Figs. 4 and 5兲. It directly indicates a significantly smaller amount of vacancies bound to
Sn atoms in the slowly cooled specimen. The decrease of the
vacancy concentration in the slowly cooled specimen is most
probably caused by the migration of Sn-vacancy pairs to
sinks 共grain boundaries, dislocations兲 and recombination of
vacancies. On the other hand, the lifetime 2 for the slowly
cooled specimen is close to that of positrons annihilated in
defect-free ␤-Sn 共see Table II兲. The reason can be that due to
a smaller amount of vacancies bound to Sn atoms positron
annihilation inside Sn precipitates becomes important. We
suppose that tin atoms may join large Sn particles 共see Sec.
IV B兲 at the beginning of the cooling process. When further
cooling down the diffusivity of Sn in Al decreases as well as
the concentration of vacancies. For this reason Sn atoms 共either themselves or coupled to vacancies兲 cannot diffuse too
long distance and may, thus, create small particles only
共smaller than those discussed in Sec. IV B兲.
However, the measured CDB profile of the slowly cooled
specimen 共not shown here兲 does not exhibit any signature of
Sn and any relevant impurity. After extracting the defect
component from this profile 共annihilation fraction 8%, see
Sec. IV E兲, the resulting ratio profile appears to be unusable
for any analysis due to a very large scatter and the above
conclusions cannot be further verified.

An extensive study of the diluted Al-Sn alloy using
positron-lifetime and coincidence Doppler broadening techniques was performed. The detailed information, which is
useful for the understanding of the vacancy-tin interaction
and its influence on the diffusion of tin atoms, was obtained.
We also addressed questions concerning the clustering of Sn
atoms in Al. The main results of the present work may be
summarized as follows.
During the solution treatment a significant number of
thermal-equilibrium vacancies is coupled to dissolved Sn atoms and vacancy-Sn pairs are formed due to a large binding
energy of vacancies and tin atoms. Excess Sn atoms create
large 共⬃100 nm size兲 precipitates.
In the specimen quenched rapidly to room temperature the
vacancy-Sn pairs are present, while the bare vacancies not
associated with Sn atoms are not detected. This was found
through positrons trapped at vacancies bound to Sn atoms. A
clustering of Sn atoms may take place only during quenching, while no clustering of Sn atoms occurs at room temperature. Positron annihilation at V-Sn pairs prevails over annihilation at Sn precipitates.
During the subsequent annealing the clustering of Sn atoms and formation of fine Sn precipitates starts at about
130 °C. The increasing number of Sn atoms surrounding a
vacancy is reflected by an increase of the lifetime 2 of
trapped positrons. When further increasing the annealing
temperature a dissolution of Sn precipitates takes place
above 230 °C 共melting temperature of Sn兲. The decreasing
amount of Sn atoms surrounding a vacancy leads to a
gradual decrease of the lifetime corresponding to trapped
positrons. The confined vacancies become released and annealed out, which is reflected by a decrease of intensity of
trapped positrons. When the annealing temperature yet increases, thermal vacancies are coupled with diluted Sn atoms
and vacancy-Sn pairs are created. The contribution of the
vacancy-Sn pairs created during annealing becomes important above ⬃300 °C.
In the slowly cooled specimen the concentration of Snvacancy pairs is small and positron trapping at Sn particles
probably dominates.
In this way the questions raised at the beginning of this
article are answered. We have demonstrated that positron annihilation methods can be employed for alloys with nontrivial composition similar to those used in practical applications. In such cases combining PA experiments with
computations of PA characteristics appears to be indispensable in order to interpret properly measured data. The presented study represents a first step towards investigations of
Al-Cu-Sn alloys.
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